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Introductory Note 
 

The nine cantigas d’amigo of Pero Meogo are presented here in a critical edition 
with metrical analysis, text-critical notes, and an English verse translation.1 The text, 
critical apparatus and numbering of cantigas d’amigo are taken (with modifications) 
from Cohen 2003, where references and information on the manuscript tradition are 
provided. In 6, the order of strophes III-IV now follows B. In 4, the corrections cervas 
and velida can legitimately be questioned, but the pragmatic grammar of the genre 
supports the proposed emendations (cf. Reckert 112 n2; Ferreira 107-108 n302; see the 
notes, infra). My proposal for the missing hemistich in 5 (vv. 1, 4) is explained in 
Cohen 2006 (173-176). And asperava in 6 (v. 23) might be an error for asperara. These 
appear to be the only text-critical questions still pending. The corrections farei for faria 
in 4 and cervo for namorado in 7 are necessary on purely metrical grounds, although in 
both cases there are other reasons to emend (see the notes on these verses, infra).  

Each cantiga is preceded by an analysis of colometry, scansion, and rhyme 
system. The strophe (except in 3, which is a distich) is divided into two periods: the 
body of the strophe and the refrain. In the analysis, these are separated by ║. This sign 
is not used when the metrical analysis of both periods is identical. In the text, inner cola 
(or regular word-breaks) are marked with a vertical bar: |. Cola are only marked in the 
first period––except if they are equal in both periods, or if a colon in the second period 
matches one in the first. The make-up of verses with inner cola is notated as, for 
example: 13 [6’+6]. A slash / indicates equivalent scansions of the type 9’=10 and also 
assonant rhyme-sounds with masculine cadence: ar/al, ir/in. Cobras alternantes, where 
rhyme sounds alternate in pairs by groups of two strophes, are indicated by //, e.g., i-o // 
a-o (here the hyphen signifies assonant rhyme). 

                                                           
1 So far, not much can be said about Pero Meogo (or Moogo). Souto Cabo (280-281, 291) has recently published a 
document from 1260 where “Petrus Moogus, clericus de Sancto Simeone” is a witness, apparently along with another 
poet-clericus, Sancho Sanchez. Meogo was probably active before that––if indeed Johan Soarez Coelho imitates him.  
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Cases of conflation––that is, of elision, absorption, or diphthongization of word-
final and word-initial vowels––are marked by an underline, e.g., sanhuda_estou. All 
inter-verbal vocalic encounters not marked in this way should be understood to be 
instances of hiatus.  

There are five appendices. Appendix 1 offers a synopsis of metrics and rhyme-
systems; Appendix 2 summarizes the pragmatics. Appendix 3 lists words not found 
elsewhere in the genre. Appendix 4 presents an English rendering of the final section of 
a Serbian ballad that contains the closest known parallel for Meogo 9. Appendix 5 
considers an anthropological reading of ritual in these cantigas. 
  

*  *  * 

 In this field, critical edition has come to be confused with monographic 
edition (of all the songs of one poet), so that a monographic edition has been called a 
monographic study, as though the edition were the least of it. A critical edition is based 
on collation, recension, emendation, and so on; but it need not contain extras: notes, 
commentary, translation, glossary, bibliography. The extras in monographic editions, no 
matter how valuable they may be, bear no necessary relation to the quality of the critical 
editing––and tend to overwhelm the text. It might be useful to have editions that contain 
only a text, a critical apparatus, and a brief introduction (like the Oxford Classical 
Texts). This is a critical edition of all the poems of one poet, but an edition so chary on 
extras that it would hardly qualify as monographic in the current sense. The selective 
notes on text-critical problems are meant merely to elucidate emendations that might yet 
be challenged or to explain a problematic word or construction.  

Two important questions hover around these poems: Are they an organized 
sequence? How do we interpret their symbols? So far, no scholarly consensus has been 
reached on either problem. I hope this edition will be of some use in attempts to answer 
these questions about the songs of Pero Meogo, whom Stephen Reckert called one of 
the greatest lyric poets in medieval Iberia.  
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PERO MEOGO – 1 
 
aaB (x4): 10 [4’+5] ║ 8 
ei   er   or   ei ║  á 
 

O meu amig’, a | que preito talhei, 
con vosso medo, | madre, mentir lh’ ei, 
e se non for, assanhar s’ á. 
 
Talhei lh’ eu preito | de o ir veer 
ena fonte_u os | cervos van bever,    5 
e se non for, assanhar <s’ á>. 
 
E non ei eu de | lhi mentir sabor, 
mais mentir lh’ ei <eu> | con vosso pavor, 
e se non for, <assanhar s’ á>. 
 
De lhi mentir nen | un sabor non ei,   10 
con vosso med’ a | mentir lh’ averei, 
e se non for, <assanhar s’ á>. 
 
B 1184  f. 252r-v   V 789  f. 124r-v 
 
8 uosso V : uossa B     <eu> supplevi; cf. v. 7 
 
 
To my friend, with whom I made a pact, 
For fear of you, mother, I’ll break my word, 
And if I don’t go, he’ll get angry. 
 
I made a pact to go to see him 
At the fountain where the stags go to drink, 
And if I don’t go, he’ll get angry.  
 
And I have no desire to break my word, 
But break it I will, for fear of you, 
And if I don’t go, he’ll get angry.  
 
To break my word is not what I desire, 
But, for fear of you, I’ll have to break it, 
And if I don’t go, he’ll get angry. 
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PERO MEOGO – 2 
 
aaBB (x3): 10/9’ [4’/5+5/4’] ║ 6  10 [4’+5] 
ou   ar   ia ║ er 
 

Por mui fremosa, | que sanhuda_estou 
a meu amigo, | que me demandou 
que o foss’ eu veer 
a la font’ u os | cervos van bever. 
 
Non faç’ eu torto | de mi lh’ assanhar   5 
por s’ atrever el | de me demandar 
que o foss’ eu veer 
<a la font’ u os | cervos van bever>. 
 
Affeito me ten | ja por sandia, 
que el<e> non ven, | mas <ar> envia   10 
que o foss’ eu veer 
<a la font’ u os | cervos van bever>. 
 
B 1185  f. 252v   V 790  f. 124v 
 
6 demãdar V : demander B      
9 sandia Nunes : seu dia BV : sendia Grüzmacher 
10 el<e> supplevi      mas BV : ma<i>s Nunes     <ar> supplevi 
11 o] 9 B 
 
3 por mui fremosa: Equivalent to a concessive clause. There is an exact parallel in Johan de 
Cangas 2, v. 3 por mui fremosa, que triste m’ én parti: “I went away from there a sad if pretty 
girl.” The girl is pretty by convention. When she identifies herself at the beginning of a song as 
fremosa (velida, ben talhada), she is telling the audience which persona she is. By qualifying 
that here, she says (in effect), “Yes, I am that pretty girl, but now I am angry.” Cf. Johan Soarez 
Coelho 1, vv. 1-2: Per bõa fe mui fremosa, sanhuda / sej’ eu e trist’ e coitada por en. 
 
10 mais <ar>: This stresses the contrast between clauses (“He doesn’t come; but yet he wants 
me to go!”). Here it follows a negated clause. Cf. B 1388 / V 997 (Roi Queimado), vv. 8-10 Qual 
desden lhi vós fostes <i> fazer / nunca outr’ om’ a seu amigo fez; / mais ar fará vos ele, outra 
vez...; and B 498 / V 81 (Dinis), vv. 9-11 ca sei mui ben que nunca poss’ achar / nenhũa cousa 
ond’ aja sabor / se non da morte; mais ar ei pavor / de mh a non querer Deus tan cedo dar. 
 
Pretty though I be, I’m really angry 
With my friend, who asked that I 
Go to see him 
At the fountain where the stags go to drink. 
 
I do no wrong to get angry with him 
For daring to ask that I 
Go to see him 
At the fountain where the stags go to drink. 
 
He must surely think me insane 
Since he doesn’t come but sends word that I 
Go to see him 
At the fountain where the stags go to drink.  
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PERO MEOGO – 3 
 
aa (x5): 13 [6’+6] 
ei   or   ar   i   al/ar 
 

– Tal vai o meu amigo, | con amor que lh’ eu dei, 
come cervo ferido | de monteiro del rei. 
 
Tal vai o meu amigo, | madre, con meu amor, 
come cervo ferido | de monteiro maior. 
 
E se el vai ferido, | irá morrer al mar;    5 
si fará meu amigo, | se eu del non pensar. 
 
– E guardade vos, filha, | ca ja m’ eu atal vi 
que se fez<o> coitado | por guaanhar de min. 
 
E guardade vos, filha, | ca ja m’ eu vi atal 
que se fez<o> coitado | por de min guaanhar.  10 
 
B 1186 f. 252v   V 791 f. 124v 
 
4 at the top of B f. 252v Colocci has written Come cervo      
8, 10 fez<o> Lapa 
 
The use of a strophe consisting only of a distich and the deployment of internal assonant rhyme 
(I-III) are both unique in this genre. 

 
 
– My boyfriend goes fleeing, out of love of me, 
Like a wounded stag from the hunter of the king. 
 
My friend goes fleeing, mother, for love of me, 
Like a wounded stag from the king’s own hunter. 
 
And if he wanders wounded, he’ll go to the sea to die, 
And so will my boyfriend do, if I’m not kind to him. 
 
– Be careful, daughter, ’cause I’ve seen a boy like that, 
Who made out that he was sad, when he was wooing me. 
 
Be careful, daughter, ’cause I’ve seen such a boy, 
Who made out that he was sad, when he was out to woo. 
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PERO MEOGO – 4 
 
aaB (x2): 11 [5’+5] ║ 5’ 
ar   er ║ ida 
 

Ai cervas do monte, | vin vos preguntar: 
foi s’ o meu amig’ e | se alá tardar, 
que farei velida? 

 
Ai cervas do monte, | vin volo dizer: 
foi s’ o meu amig’ e | querria saber  5 
que farei velida? 

 
B 1187 f. 252v   V 792 f. 124v 
 
1 cervas Braga, Nunes, Stegagno Picchio : ceruos BV     do Braga : de BV; cf. v. 4       
3, 6 velida Lapa : uelidas BV : velidas Braga 
4 cervos BV cf. v. 1      mõte V : mũte ? B       
6 farey Braga, Nunes, Lapa (cf. v. 3) : faria BV 
 
1, 4 cervas (ceruos BV): In the cantigas d’amigo, when (in about 50 texts) the girl speaks to 
more than one persona, her addressees are always female: amigas (mainly); donas; also irmanas 
(Airas Nunes 2), donzelas (Pero Gonçalvez de Porto Carreiro 1). On the rare occasions when the 
girl speaks to non-human addressees, the grammatical gender is feminine: ondas (Martin Codax 
1, 7); flores do verde pino (Dinis 16); vertudes de Santa Cecilia (Martin de Giinzo 5). The 
masculine cervos would be an anomaly in the pragmatics of the genre (Cohen 2010a).   
 
3, 6 velida: The plural uelidas (BV) is supported by the vocatives velidas and loadas in Johan 
Zorro 10 (cf. Airas Nunes 2); and the phrase is similar to amigas, que farei in Porto Carreiro 1 
(cf. Gonçal’ Eanes do Vinhal 4, v. 8). But the closest parallel is the refrain of Johan Soarez 
Coelho 2 e que farei eu louçana (louçãa BV), which supports the singular velida. Perhaps a 
scribe early in the manuscript tradition altered uelida to uelidas to agree with ceruas before the 
latter was changed to ceruos. If so, uelidas backs up cervas; but velida should be preferred here. 
 
6 farei: faria (BV) is suspect. The explanation that the refrain varies is invalid. When there is 
variation in the refrain of a cantiga d’amigo (roughly ten texts, 1% of the corpus), what varies 
are words, not meter (e.g., Martin de Giinzo 4; Cohen 2009: 133). Faria would scan a syllable 
longer than farei, violating the principle of external responsion (Cohen 2003: 44-47; 2010b). 
Another reason for rejecting faria is grammatical. In strophe II the refrain depends syntactically 
on querria saber, which is regularly followed by a simple indicative (not necessarily future), as 
in Meogo 7, vv. 6-7 querria saber de grado / se ousará; cf. Dinis 4, vv. 2-3 querria saber / se se 
verrán. What is needed here is farei, the reading of BV in the refrain of strophe I. (The 
conditional in used in dependent clauses as a future relative to the past: disse m’ esta razon: / por 
Deus, que lhi faria? [Johan Servando 1, vv. 15-16] or in the apodosis of a contrary-to-fact 
condition: que faria, se lh’ eu fezesse ben? [Rodrig’ Eanes de Vasconcelos 3, v. 6]––sometimes 
even when the protasis is implied [see Dinis 54, v. 14; cf. Roi Fernandiz 1, vv. 3-6, where the 
protasis is explicit]. Here there is nothing to motivate the use of the conditional.)  
 
 
Oh does of the hills, I’ve come to ask you: 
My boyfriend went away, and if he tarries there, 
What will I do, pretty me? 
 
Oh does of the hills, I’ve come to tell you this: 
My boyfriend went away, and I wanted to ask 
What will I do, pretty me? 
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PERO MEOGO – 5 

aaB (x6): 11’ [5’+5’] 
i-a // a-a ║ eda 
 

<Levou s’ aa alva>, | levou s’ a velida, 
vai lavar cabelos | na fontana fria 
leda dos amores, | dos amores leda. 
 
<Levou s’ aa alva>, | levou s’ a louçana, 
vai lavar cabelos | na fria fontana    5 
leda dos amores, | dos <amores leda>. 
 
Vai lavar cabelos | na fontana fria, 
passou seu amigo, | que lhi ben queria 
leda dos <amores, | dos amores leda>. 
 
Vai lavar cabelos | na fria fontana,   10 
passa seu amigo, | que <a> muit’ a<ma>va 
leda dos a<mores, | dos amores leda>. 
 
Passa seu amigo, | que lhi ben queria, 
o cervo do monte | a augua volvia 
leda dos a<mores, dos amores leda>.   15 
 
Passa seu amigo | que a muit’ amava, 
o cervo do monte | volvia <a> augua 
leda <dos amores, | dos amores leda>. 
 
B 1188 ff. 252v-253r   V 793 ff. 124v-125r 
 
1, 4 <Levou s’ aa alva> supplevi (cf. Dinis 17, v. 2 levantou s’ <aa> alva)  
1 <Levou-s’a louçana> Nunes     uelida B : uenda V      
4 <Levou-s’a velida> Nunes 
8 passa Nunes, Cunha      
10-12 copied at the end of the text in BV      
11 <a> Nunes      muit’ a<ma>va Monaci (cf. v. 16) : q’ muytaua B : q’ muytau9 V      
15 dos a] d9 a V : do a B      
16-18 om. V      
16 amana B      
17 volvia] noluya B     <a> cf. v. 14 
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<She arose at dawn>, the pretty girl arose 
and goes to wash her hair in the cold fountain, 
Happy in love, in love and happy. 
 
<She arose at dawn>, the lovely girl arose 
and goes to wash her hair in the fountain so cold. 
Happy in love, in love and happy. 
 
She goes to wash her hair in the cold fountain 
And along came her boy, who really loved her 
Happy in love, in love and happy. 
 
She goes to wash her hair in the fountain so cold. 
And along comes her boy, who truly desired her 
Happy in love, in love and happy. 
 
And along comes her boy, who really loved her; 
The stag of the hills was stirring the water up. 
Happy in love, in love and happy. 
 
And along comes her boy, who truly desired her; 
The stag of the hills was stirring up the water  
Happy in love, in love and happy. 
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PERO MEOGO – 6 
 
aaB (x8): 5’/5 ║ 3’ 
ervas   a-os   elos   e-as    ei   ara   ei   a-a ║ igo 
 

Enas verdes ervas 
vi anda-las cervas, 
meu amigo. 
 
Enos verdes prados 
vi os cervos bravos,   5 
meu amigo. 
 
E con sabor delos 
lavei meus cabelos, 
meu amigo. 
 
E con sabor delas   10 
lavei mhas garcetas, 
meu amigo. 
 
Des que los lavei, 
d’ ouro los liei, 
meu amigo.    15 
 
Des que las lavara, 
d’ ouro las liara, 
meu amigo. 
 
D’ ouro los liei 
e vos asperei,    20 
meu amigo. 
 
D’ ouro las liara 
e vos asperava, 
meu amigo. 
 
B 1189 f. 253r   V 794 f. 125r 
 
6 in V, Colocci’s + in the left-hand margin indicates that vv. 7-12 appear below, after our 
strophe VIII, where there is another + 
7-12 these strophes in inverse order in V; cf. Johan Soarez Coelho 12. I-II; Johan Zorro 5. I-II 
7 delh9 B : dehhos V      
9, 18, 24 amigo om. B      
10 delhas BV  
13 que los] q’(u)l9 ? B : q’u9 V      
15 amigo] a B      
16 lavara Braga : lauera B : laura V      
19, 22 Douro B : Doutro V      
21 ami B      
23 asperaua B : aspaua V : asperara Nunes  
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In the green grasses 
I saw the deer running, 
My friend. 
 
In the green fields 
I saw the wild stags, 
My friend. 
 
And gladdened by these, 
I washed my hair, 
My friend. 
 
And gladdened by those, 
I washed my braids, 
My friend. 
 
After I washed it 
I bound it with gold, 
My friend. 
 
After I’d washed them 
I’d bound them with gold, 
My friend. 
 
I bound it with gold 
And waited for you, 
My friend. 
 
I’d bound them with gold 
And was waiting for you, 
My friend. 
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PERO MEOGO – 7 
 
aaBB (x3): 7’ 
a-e   ado   onte ║  igo 
 

Preguntar vos quer’ eu, madre, 
que mi digades verdade: 
se ousará meu amigo 
ante vós falar comigo. 
 
Pois eu mig’ ei seu mandado,   5 
querria saber de grado 
se ousará meu amigo 
<ante vós falar comigo>. 
 
Irei, mha madre,_a la fonte 
u van os cervos do monte,    10 
se ousará meu <amigo 
ante vós falar comigo>. 
 
B 1190 f. 253r-v   V 795 f. 125r 
 
7 amigo] ami B 
 
 
I want to ask you, mother, 
To tell me the truth, 
If my boyfriend will dare 
To speak with me in front of you. 
 
Since I have his message 
I’d really like to know 
If my boyfriend will dare 
To speak with me in front of you. 
 
I’ll go, mother, to the fountain 
Where the stags of the hills go, to see 
If my boyfriend will dare 
To speak with me in front of you. 
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PERO MEOGO – 8 

aaBBB (x4): 8/9 (III.2, IV.2) ║ 6  9  6 
ar/al // ir/in ║ en 

 
Fostes, filha, eno bailar 
e rompestes i o brial 
poilo cervo i ven 
esta fonte seguide a ben 
poilo cervo i ven.   5 
 
Fostes, filha, eno loir 
e rompestes i o vestir 
poilo cervo i ven 
<esta fonte seguide a ben 
poilo cervo i ven>.    10 
 
E rompestes i o brial 
que fezestes ao meu pesar 
poilo cervo i ven 
<esta fonte seguide a ben 
poilo cervo i ven>.    15 
 
E rompestes i o vestir 
que fezestes a pesar de min 
poilo cervo i ven 
<esta fonte seguide a ben 
poilo cervo i ven>.    20 
 
B 1191 f. 253v   V 796 f. 125r 
 
3, 5 poilo cervo] poys ona morado B : poys o namorado V : corr. Nunes      
6 loir hapax legomenon      
12 hypermetric?     ao] no B : a Michaëlis, Lapa      
13 ceruo B : ceru9 V      
17 hypermetric?     pesar de mi Lapa (a deleto) 
 
3, 5 namorado (BV), probably a gloss that slipped into the text, would violate the principle of 
external responsion. (It would also break the symbolic code.) In strophes II-IV the manuscripts 
have cervo. 
 
4, 9, 14, 19 seguide: seguir is not common in Galician-Portuguese lyric. Perhaps the most 
relevant passage is CSM 424.43-46, where the Magi observe the star and then follow it, 
presumably by watching: Eles foron-sse logu’ enton / e viron a estrela ir / ante ssi de mui gran 
randon, / e começárona_<a> seguyr. In this context, seguide…ben ought to mean “watch 
carefully,” implying “be wary of.”  See OLD, s.v. sequor 1c (cf. LIV, 526). 
 
6 loir: A substantival infinitive from Latin lūdere (via *ludīre), found only here. It survived 
because it evidently belonged to a traditional pair of synonymous rhyme-words with contrasting 
vowels appropriate for cobras alternantes. (Likewise, the archaic substantive alto [“stream,” 
“pool”], found only in this genre, was preserved because it was paired with rio, as in Meogo 9, 
vv. 14, 17.) Loir should probably not be taken as an exact synonym of bailar. Its meaning may 
have been more generally “playing”––with erotic connotations already present in ludere (see, for 
example, Catullus 17.17; 61.203, 204) and similar to those of bailar (cf. Reckert, 127). 
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Daughter, you went to the dance 
And there you tore your dress 
Since the stag comes there 
Watch this fountain well 
Since the stag comes there. 
 
Daughter, you went to the ball 
And there you tore your clothes 
Since the stag comes there 
Watch this fountain well 
Since the stag comes there. 
 
And there you tore your dress  
Much to my regret 
Since the stag comes there 
Watch this fountain well 
Since the stag comes there. 
 
And there you tore your clothes 
Much to my distress 
Since the stag comes there 
Watch this fountain well 
Since the stag comes there. 
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PERO MEOGO – 9 
 
aaB (x6) 10’ [4’+5’] ║ 5 
i-a // a-a (I-IV); i-o // a-o (V-VI) ║ ei 
 

– Digades, filha, | mha filha velida, 
por que tardastes | na fontana fria? 
– ( Os amores ei.) 
 
– Digades, filha, | mha filha louçana, 
por que tardastes | na fria fontana?    5 
– ( Os amores ei.) 
 
Tardei, mha madre, | na fontana fria, 
cervos do monte | a augua volv<i>an. 
(Os amores ei.) 
 
Tardei, mha madre, | na fria fontana,   10 
cervos do monte | volv<i>an a augua. 
(Os amores ei.) 
 
– Mentir, mha filha, | mentir por amigo, 
nunca vi cervo | que volvesse_o rio. 
– ( Os amores ei.)      15 
 
– Mentir, mha filha, | mentir por amado, 
nunca vi cervo | que volvess’ o alto. 
– ( Os amores ei.) 
 
B 1192 f. 253v   V 797 f. 125r-v 
 
1 uelida B : ne naa V       
8 do monte a augua do mõte BV : corr. Varnhagen 
8, 11 volv<i>am Varnhagen : uoluã BV      
9 amores ey V : om. B  
 
 
– Tell me, daughter, my pretty daughter, 
Why did you tarry at the cold fountain? 
– (I’m in love!) 
 
– Tell me daughter, my lovely daughter, 
Why did you tarry at the fountain so cold? 
– (I’m in love!) 
 
I tarried, mother, at the cold fountain, 
Stags of the hills were stirring up the water. 
(I’m in love!) 
 
I tarried, mother, at the fountain so cold, 
Stags of the hills were stirring the water up. 
(I’m in love!) 
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– You’re lying, my daughter, lying for your friend, 
I never saw a stag that stirred up the stream. 
– (I’m in love!) 
 
– You’re lying, my daughter, lying for your lover, 
I never saw a stag that stirred up the pool. 
– (I’m in love!) 
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Appendix 1: Synopsis of Colometry, Meter, and Rhyme  
 
1  aaB (x4): 10 [4’+5] ║ 8    ei   er   or   ei ║  á 
 
2 aaBB (x3): 10/9’ [4’/5+5/4’] ║ 6  10 [4’+5]  ou   ar   ia ║ er 
 
3 aa (x5): 13 [6’+6]    ei   or   ar   i   al/ar   
 
 
4 aaB (x2): 11 [5’+5] ║ 5’    ar   er ║ ida 
 
5  aaB (x6): 11’ [5’+5’]    i-a // a-a ║ eda 
 
6 aaB (x8): 5’/5 ║ 3’    ervas  a-os  elos  e-as   ei  ara  ei  a-a ║ igo 
 
 
7 aaBB (x4): 7’     a-e   ado   onte ║  igo 
 
8 aaBBB (x3): 8/9 ║ 6  9  6    ar/al // ir/in ║ en  
 
9 aaB (x6) 10’ [4’+5’] ║ 5    i-a // a-a (I-IV); i-o // a-o (V-VI) ║ ei  
 

aaB is used in five times: 1, 4-6, 9; aaBB, twice (2, 7); and aaBBB, once (8). The strophic form aa (3) is unique in the 
genre. Poems 1-5 and 9 deploy verses of two cola in the first period; 5 uses a refrain with two cola; and the second 
verse of the refrain in 2 has two cola. Cobras alternantes occur in 5 and 8-9 (the shift in 9 from i-a//a-a to i-o//a-o is 
highly unusual [cf. Cohen 2009: 128-129], but see Pedr’ Eanes Solaz 2 [Cohen 2011: 117-119]). There is assonant 
rhyme in 3 and 5-9 (12 instances, exceeded only by Martin Codax, Johan Zorro, and Dinis). The kind of cadence in 
the rhymes is as follows: 1-3 masculine; 4 masculine║feminine; 5-7 feminine; 8 masculine; 9 feminine. 

 

Appendix 2: Speaker–Addressee Combinations and Speech-Actions 

If the cantigas d’amigo of Pero Meogo have acquired a certain fame, this is due largely to the 
image of the stag at the fountain (see Appendix 5, below).2 This image appears in six of the nine songs: 
1.II; 2 refrain; 5.V-VI; 7.III; 8 refrain; 9.III-VI. In all cases but one (1.II), it occurs in the refrain or the 
final strophes. The image figures in formal and rhetorical climaxes in 5 and 8-9. If we analyze the speech-
actions without interpreting that image (for now), a synthesis might look like this: 

1 Girl–Mother  I promised to meet him, but for you I’ll break my word. If I don’t go, he’ll be angry. 

2 Girl–Ø  I’m angry: he doesn’t come, but asks me to go to the fountain. 

3 Girl/Mother He’s sad: I must be kind to him. / Don’t be fooled like I was! 

 

4 Girl–cervas  He went away. What will I do if he tarries? 

5 Narrator She got up, washed her hair, her boy came by; the stag stirred the water. 

6 Girl–Boy  I saw the deer, washed my hair, bound it with gold, waited for you. 

 

7 Girl–Mother  Will he dare to speak with me in front of you? I’ll go to the fountain. 

8 Mother–Girl  You tore your clothes at the dance! Beware the stag at that fountain! 

9 Mother/Girl  Why did you tarry? / Stags stirred the water. / You’re lying for your boy! 

                                                           
2 See Asensio, Azevedo Filho, Deyermond, Ferreira, Méndez Ferrín, Morales Blouin, Reckert. 
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Appendix 3: Words Found Only in Pero Meogo (in the Cantigas d’Amigo) 

The following words occur in the songs of Pero Meogo but are not found elsewhere in this genre 
(fontana and loir are not found anywhere else in Galician-Portuguese). Only one of them is borrowed 
(brial, from Occitan); the rest are native words that come directly from Latin.3 These words are 
concentrated in 5-6 and 8-9. (Words found at least once in rhyme appear in italics; those in bold occur in 
a refrain.) 

 
affeito 1  
augua 5, 9  
brial 8   
cervas 4, 6  
cervo (1-3, 5-9; in refrain: 2, 8) 
ervas 6  
fontana 5, 9  
loir 8  
monteiro 3  
ouro 6  
prados 6  
seguir 8  
vestir 8  
volver 5, 9.  

 
 
Appendix 4: From a Serbian Ballad 
 

Djordjina Trubarac (2011a, 2011b) has analyzed the correspondences between Meogo 9 and a 
Serbian ballad transcribed in the early eighteenth century, suggesting that the image of a stag clouding the 
water, used by a girl as an excuse in a dialogue with her mother, reflects an ancient stratum of European 
ritual and song (see Appendix 5, below). Here I offer an English version of the final section of that ballad, 
based on Trubarac’s Spanish translation (with the incipit, “Por tres años pretendí a una doncella”) of the 
Serbian text (the original text with Spanish translation are in Trubarac 2011b).4 
 

The mother was scolding the girl: 
“You bitch, no daughter of mine, 
What were you doing at the cold water 
From midnight until noon?”    35 
In a low voice the girl said to her mother: 
“Don’t scold me, my dear mother. 
The stag was standing at the cold water, 
With his horn he was stirring the freezing water. 
With his horn he stirred it, with his eyes he made it clear; 40 
I waited until it got clear.” 
The mother in a low voice told the girl: 
“Don’t lie, bitch, no daughter of mine, 
You bitch, that wasn’t the stag of the hills, 
It was a hardy man from the fort.    45 
You might as well tell me which man  
Was stirring the water with his horn 
And was kissing you, you bitch. 
Let him take you, let him kiss you! 
He’s been wooing you so long,    50 
But I didn’t want to give you to him. 
And now, on your own, you have married him, 
Because, on your own, you have loved him.” 

  

                                                           
3 For the etymologies, see Cohen 2010c (where erva < herbam is missing). 
4 I am grateful to Djordjina Trubarac and Peter Steiner for helping me revise this rendering. 
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Appendix 5: Ritual in Pero Meogo 
 

And not only in the religious song, but also in the secular song of the most ancient times,  
the prerequisite is that the rhythm should exercise a magical influence.  

– Nietzsche 
 
Taking an anthropological approach to the songs of Pero Meogo, we may ask if some of the texts 

reflect ritual performances marking a girl’s transition from an unmarried to a married state, and if the 
symbol system corresponds to a myth (in the sense of tale of gods and heroes or the like).5 

In a ritual there are various steps, depending on the ritual and the analyst. An important step in 
any rite of passage from one social position to another is that the subject goes away and loses identity 
(Van Gennep). This is the liminal phase or liminality. Then the subject returns and assumes a new role.  

In the liminal phase, “the ritual subjects are given new names to denote their ‘no longer/not yet’ 
status” (Deflem). In Pero Meogo the subject and other personae and also concepts and activities get new 
names, or rather they become symbols. The girl and her girlfriends become female deer, does; the boy 
turns into a stag; female sexuality appears as the fountain; amorous conversation and erotic activities are 
now going to the fountain; the girl’s erotic surrender is symbolized by washing the hair, binding it with 
gold; and stirring up the water would here be the stag possessing the girl.6 In liminality the initiands are 
“neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, 
convention, and ceremonial” (Turner 1969a: 95). 

In this phase sacra (sacred objects) are used; actions are performed; instructions are given; 
symbols are employed. There is a “ludic deconstruction:” the familiar is distorted to stimulate magical 
conceptions (which can be religious or cosmological).7 “Since liminal time is not controlled by the clock 
it is a time of enchantment when anything might, even should, happen” (Turner 1969b: 465). 

In Pero Meogo, a cluster of symbols––dawn, stag, fountain, hair, gold––corresponds to sacra.8 
When these symbols are put into operation, myth becomes action. If we reconstruct a tale from the 
information in the texts, we can safely extract (at least) the following: At the beginning of spring (verdes 
ervas; verdes prados) the girl gets up at dawn, goes to the fountain, washes her hair, binds it with gold, 
dances, and has an encounter of some kind with a stag. The temporal and spatial specifications––time of 
day (dawn), time of year (spring), place (fountain)––suggest a ritual that must be performed at the right 
place and time. The central drama in this ritual presents sexuality as a magical (or religious) force. 

 Symbols are used to control the liminal phase by manipulating conceptual frames. Ideally, the 
subject will focus on the ritual drama and its symbols in action. The girl’s attention is fixed on the stag. 
When the girl returns from the spring, it is with symbolic language that she describes to her mother what 
has happened, employing terms that her instructor (a key figure in any ritual) would have used: a stag 
stirred up the water. 

In Pero Meogo’s cantigas most of the scripts (see Cohen 2011 and Appendix 2, above) involve 
interactions between mother and girl (1-3, 7-9). In 4 the girl complains to her girlfriends, in the guise of 
does (cervas), that the boy has gone away. And there are two narrations of what the girl does––one by a 
narrator outside the action (5), the other by the girl (6). The drama centers on the fountain and the ritual 
performed there (5-6, 8-9). In each text where the ritual is represented, it is described or enacted 
somewhat differently, with more or less detail, and in a different pragmatic context.  

In 5, an unidentified voice narrates the ritual: the girl gets up at dawn, goes to wash her hair in 
the fountain, her boy comes by; the stag stirs the water. In 6 the girl, speaking to the boy within the ritual 
itself, provides other details: she saw deer running, washed her hair, bound it with gold, and waited for 
him. In 8 the mother, warning her daughter, says she danced at the fountain and tore her clothes. And in 9 
mother and girl give contrasting versions: the girl’s excuse, that “the stags of the hills muddied the 
water,” is rejected by her mother: “You’re lying for your boyfriend; a stag can’t muddy that stream.”9 
When the mother upends the code, the liminal phase is ending (it was a man, not a stag). But the girl’s 
excuse and the mother’s refusal to believe it are apparently still part of the ritual drama. 

                                                           
5 On ritual-magical origins, see especially Hatto (47-57, 815-819), Asensio,  Reckert. Here I am trying to build on the 
contributions of Trubarac (2011a, 2011b, 2012), on whom I rely for the Slavic material. 
6 The wounded stag in 3 is distinct from the stag in the other texts. It belongs to another symbol system (cf. Stegagno 
Picchio 1982: I, 75-78) and is used in that text to persuade the mother that the boy is love-struck and pathetic. 
7 Deflem, synthesizing the views of Victor Turner. 
8 These are the only mentions of gold in the cantigas d’amigo. Even references to metal objects are rare, and all 
appear to be erotic gifts: Pero Gonçalves de Porto Carreiro 1 (espelho, fivela) and 3 (anel); Pero Gomez Barroso 3 
(espelho). Binding the hair signified married status in Germanic and Iberian law and custom (Cohen 2012: 9 and n3). 
9 In 9 the mother’s remark Nunca vi cervo que volvess’ o rio has been misunderstood (by Deyermond, for instance). 
She cannot mean that she has never seen a stag stir up water; she means no stag could stir up the stream, evidently 
due to its volume or speed. (The mother speaks of rio and alto, in contrast to her daughter’s use of augua). 
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 Individual symbols––the stag, the fountain, washing and tying the hair––have been interpreted 
one by one with comparative material, but symbols in a ritual signify together, and in the specific social, 
historical and linguistic context in which they appear. The personae, sacra and actions in a ritual make up 
a system; they depend on social structures, and their purpose is to teach (inculcate) them. If some of the 
songs of Meogo reflect ritual, it should be possible to detect the ritual in the symbol system and the 
actions represented. Both of these appear to be consistent with a prenuptial rite. 
 Or is it a nuptial rite? Trubarac (2011b) shows that the end of the Serbian ballad “Por tres años 
pretendí a una doncella” is by far the closest match for Meogo 9 yet found in any language. In both texts:  

 
(1) a mother greets her daughter on her return home and asks where she has been;  
(2) the daughter says she took a long time because a stag had stirred up the water (and she had to wait for it 

to clear again); 
(3) the mother accuses the girl of lying, saying it was a man and not a deer that delayed her.  

 
Pragmatic and symbolic correspondences suggest that these texts go back to a common model.10 

 
Serbian Ballad (xviii)    Pero Meogo 9 (xiii)    
 
“You bitch, no daughter of mine,   Daughter, my lovely daughter, 
What were you doing at the cold water   Why did you tarry at the cold fountain? 
From midnight until noon?” 
 
 “Don’t scold me, my dear mother.   I tarried, mother, at the cold fountain; 
The stag was standing at the cold water,  Stags of the hills were stirring up the water 
With his horn he was stirring the freezing water. 
With his horn he stirred it, with his eyes he made it clear; 
I waited until it got clear.” 
 
 “Don’t lie, bitch, no daughter of mine,   You’re lying, my daughter, lying for your boy; 
You bitch, that wasn’t the stag of the hills,  I never saw a stag that could stir up the brook. 
It was a hardy man from the fort.” 

 
In the ballad, the mother/daughter dialogue is framed by a male-voiced narrative told by the 

“man from the fort,” who has decided to kidnap the bride––with her consent and complicity––since 
otherwise he could not marry her.11 

Trubarac (2012: 731-737) argues that this ballad is related to the ranilo. In this rural custom, at 
the beginning of spring nubile girls arise after midnight, go to a local water source and remain until dawn. 
The focus of the ritual is dance, above all a special kind of kolo (lit., “wheel”), accompanied by songs. At 
dawn the girls draw water and go home. The magical-ritual “Madrugan temprano las doncellas,” sung 
during the ranilo, tells how the girls got up early and went to the water, but a stag stirred the water with 
its horn and then made it clear with his eyes (an indivisible formula—neither half appears alone). Here 
this refers to a myth in which a female figure representing virginity and fertility is kidnapped by a stag-
hero with attributes of a solar deity. In the ballad the same imagery refers to a human marriage by kidnap.  

Did the myth in Meogo represent a cosmic wedding? A fertility ritual? Kidnapping a bride? 
Ritual deflowering? Or all of these: a stag-god deflowers a girl in a myth of fertility? The scripts of some 
of the cantigas could come from rituals that used the same symbol system (and a corresponding myth) to 
prepare girls for marriage. A girl who arises at dawn, goes to the spring, washes her hair, binds it with 
gold, dances, has an encounter with a stag, and returns with torn clothes is in the process of being wed. 

The form and meaning of a myth are variable. Myths are adapted to different ritual (magical, 
religious, political, literary) purposes, and even if the form of a ritual endures, its meaning can alter or 
fade. If the songs of Meogo are rooted in a prenuptial ritual that was––or had been––linked to the myth of 
a girl, a stag and a fountain, our reading of them must answer to anthropology. To interpret them, we 
should take into account the kind of ritual they reflect and the influence that ritual procedures had on their 
language, action and form. The genre itself may have sprung as much from ritual as from secular song.  

                                                           
10 Despite the temporal, geographic and linguistic distance, the morphological match (structure of the dialogue) and 
the use of a stag at a spring (as a transparent excuse) appear to rule out a coincidence (one possible explanation is that 
a common model existed in antiquity in Italy––whence it spread to Iberia––and on the eastern side of the Adriatic). 
The differences are that in the ballad: 1) the mother addresses the daughter with insulting vocatives; 2) the daughter 
was gone from midnight until noon; 3) the stag stirred the water with his horn and then with his eyes made it clear; 4) 
the man is from the fort (or “town”). The mother’s insults may be ritual humiliation. 
11 This corresponds to the medieval Iberian rapto nupcial (see Oliveira 1990), hinted at in Juião Bolseiro 14. 
Trubarac reports that the custom persisted in Serbia until roughly the middle of the twentieth century. 
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